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Abstract: - In E-Commerce, Reputation-based trust models are important for business development. Web-

based business site turns out to be increasingly important in our daily life because of data given by it. Seventy-
five percent of individuals are using it for purchasing on the web and this figure is increasing exponentially. 
The buyer reviews on various products are growing day-by-day. Hence, the quantity of client reviews on 
different items is expanding. These huge quantities of reviews are helpful to manufacturers and customers 
alike. It is a stimulating task for an individual customer to read all product review to plan a better placement of 
the product and hence guide the customer in making a better buying decision.  
 

This framework is an electronic application where the client will view and buy different items on the 
web; the client can give feedback about the items and the experience on the whole for the internet shopping 
site. The System takes opinions of different users and dependent on the view, the framework will indicate the 
appropriateness of the items and organizations given by the E-business enterprise. The proposed work 
includes a multidimensional trust model for calculating trust scores from client's review. To implement this 
Modified LDA algorithm for mining dimensions of e-commerce feedback comments is used. In this proposed 
work NLP and opinion mining methods are used. This paper also includes the comparison based on accuracy, 
time complexity, trust score evaluation, sellers trust score and their ratings using Gibbs-sampling that creates 
various categories for feedback and assigns trust score 

Keywords: E-commerce, SentiWordNet, NLP, Text mining, Modified LDA 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------

 

1. Introduction 
An outstanding development in E-commerce 

applications such as Amazon, Flipkart Ebay has 

happened in recent times. On these site shoppers and 

retailers conduct communications through the internet. 

Customers are immersed into E-commerce websites not 

only due to the accessibility in retrieving the  

Information of items on-sold but also because 

of the availability of other consumer’s response on the 

purchased objects related to different features [1]. 

Various E-commerce websites encourage consumers to 

deliver feedback; some web sites allow users to deliver  

 

 

Feedback in terms of rating and documented 

comments so that the other purchaser can review this 

documented comment for a better buying decision. 

Reputation calculation systems are prescribed in 

online sites systems like eBay, Flipkart and Amazon. 

The reputation trust scores for sellers are calculated by 

collecting feedback results.  
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Most of the name systems are associated 

with the ratings that a marketer received from 

customers. Users offer this rating on the premise of 

services they received from the vendor, that grade 

specify the flexibility of the seller to produce necessary 

transactions. These rating squares mainly helpful to 

latest consumers. In E-commerce site, the name score 

for a seller is calculated by gathering previous 

vendor feedback ratings.  They compute this score by 

total positive scores minus the full variety of negative 

scores or the proportion of positive ratings out of the 

full variety of positive scores and negative scores given 

by consumers.  

The output of this kind of system is usually 

average, and from the consumer’s viewpoint, the 

typical score may not be a completely trustworthy [2]. 

The motivation of this proposed work is that online 

feedback comments contain separate information for 

users to rate sellers based on the services they have 

provided to us [3]. So, we can use the content of 

feedback comments to reliably estimate the 

trustworthiness of e-commerce sellers.  

In e-commerce systems correct trust 

calculation is vital for the seller`s success. The 

reputation management systems are established in e-

commerce such as, Flipkart, Amazon and eBay. The 

total scores for individual sellers are calculated by 

combining feedback ratings and comments. To select a 

trusted e-commerce web site, here we proposed 

Modified LDA algorithm to find the evaluations of 

feedback comments in the form of text, it is a trust 

assessment model [4]. As per the extent of our 

knowledge, the algorithm calculates the seller`s trust 

profiles by evaluating the feedback comments.  

 

2. Related Work   

There are many types of research that have 

been done related to the reputation calculation rating. 

Some of the works are presented below. 

Trust and reputation system where first it 

stores different reviews for websites where the users 

will able to see this review. They have assigned each 

review a numeric value centred on the positive polarity 

conveyed in that review and based on that an average 

assessment is made [5]. Here they have used contextual 

factors for computing trust scores and weights [6] for 

different peers. The contextual factors include 

transaction item details, item transaction amount and 

transaction time.  

The first term Transaction item mentions to the 

product in imported in a transaction second the assets of 

the item like product merits, product sets of which 

determine the type of the transaction. Third term 

Transaction amount states to amount of prices of all 

products in a transaction done by an individual user at a 

time. Higher the transaction range is the chance for a 

happening of scam. Here the term Transaction time 

refers to the time interval when a transaction occurs. 

While calculating trustworthy Transaction time has a 

precise feature. Here the consideration is that any probe 

on time-based dimension should start from an earlier 

point and end at a current time. The main disadvantage 

of this work is that it uses a bit large amount of data 

space as well as calculation time and another constraint 

is flexibility while considering the related factors 

because the factors are chosen while the system is 

designed. So, the output of this system is the ranking of 

the sellers cannot be ensured. Another concept Opinion 

mining is also called sentiment analysis which is a part 

of natural language processing and computational 

linguistics which identify information [7] from the 

source like comments, reviews. The key part of these 

systems is text analysis. Here the concept opinion 

mining targets to determine the polarity analysis of text 

concerning some context of the text. Review analyser 

system proposed, based on execution of the sentimental 

words’ analysis for sentiment classification. In this 

paper, they have used Weka classifier [8].  

Though, most studies and applications put 

emphasizes determining the general trustworthiness of 

individuals but not if transaction specific trust 

information that involves factors related to forthcoming 

transactions, a new concept situational transaction trust, 

an original methodology to assess it, which binds old 

data with a new transaction. With this, we can deliver 

correct trust information to buyers and avoid some 

typical attacks. Online review sites continue to grow in 

popularity as more people follow the advice of fellow 

users concerning conveniences and products. 

Unfortunately, users are frequently required to stride 

through large extents of written data to find the 

information they require. Hence a rise in the study is 

seen in the areas of opinion mining and sentiment 

analysis, with the purpose of providing structures that 

can spontaneously analyse the user opinion and extract 

the information most relevant to the user [9].  The 

author observed that negative comments affect new 

product sales more than positive comments. Different 

from the proposition of the diffusion model [10], e- 

word of mouth has a great effect on new product sales 

early on, and such effect decreases over time. 

3. System Architecture 
 

This framework consists of a multi-

dimensional trust model for calculating trust scores 

from user’s feedback comment. This framework uses a 
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tool SentiWordNet for opinion mining and the modified 

LDA clustering method for grouping the feedback 

comments on different aspects. 

 

Remark Based Multi-Dimensional Trust Calculation 

The text comments from E-commerce websites 

are the input for the system where the user express their 

opinion in the mixed format based on different aspects 

like transaction, delivery, quality, cost and shipping 

time. So, we call this salient aspect as dimensions of e-

commerce feedback comments, therefore, the comment-

based dataset trust calculation. Here we consider an 

example worst communication will not purchase from 

again, super slow shipping, item as defined where the 

buyer gave a positive feedback rating for a transaction, 

but he left negative feedback towards communication 

and delivery. Labelling is done according to three 

aspects positive, negative, neutral observations.  

By utilizing past, conclusion include word recognizable 

proof advance. It will separate the sentiment word at 

that point like an adjective, an adverb which presents in 

the remark. At that point check for accessible 

expressions of positive, negative and neutral for 

characterization. Whenever recovered different words 

wordlist coordinate with the positive words, at that point 

that remark is a positive remark. Whenever recovered 

numerous words wordlist coordinate with the negative 

word, at that point that remark is a negative remark 

generally that remark is a negative remark. 

Table 1: Example of Comments 

Comments Label 

I love this book. It is 

amazing 
Comment is Positive 

It is a boring book. Don’t 

like it. 
Comment is Negative 

I love this book but 

expensive. 
Comment is Neutral 

 

The main target of proposed work is to create  

a framework which gives a complete trust profiles to 

merchants that enable customers to lead their internet 

shopping dependent on experience. The main focus is 

on extricating measurement evaluations from input 

feedback comments and further combining these 

dimension ratings to calculate individual trust scores.  

The figure 1 detailed framework of a 

comment-based system where the system takes 

feedback comments as the input. The data set training is 

done on this input data using the techniques like 

preprocessing, stemming and tagging [11]. After 

completing data set training, the relevant data are taken 

and using SentiWordNet tool quantitative opinion 

mining is done. The scores of each word classes are 

calculated, if there is no sufficient data available, then 

the system again goes back to the input session and load 

another feedback set. Then the clustering method is 

applied. The trust score is calculated using the following 

equation,   

          T = Σd = 1….m td * wd                                               

                  T → Trust score for sellers 

                  d → Dimensions 

                  td → Trust score for d  

                  wd → Weight for d  

 

Finally, compute the trust profile for the individual 

seller in percentage using the following equation. 

 

Final Trust Score in percentage = final Trust Score/final 

Trust Score Expected * 100 

 

Compute cumulated probability for p using following 

equation: 

A =(top_tCount + beta) / (top_t_rowCount + V * beta)  

 B =(doc_topCount + alpha) / (doc_top_rowCount + K 

* alpha) 

 p[k] = A*B 

Where, 

V = Total noumber of unique words/terms; 

K = number of topicNum; 

alpha = doc-topic  

beta = topic-word  
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Figure 1: System Architecture of comment-based 

model 

4. Methodology 
Mining Response Comments for Dimension 

Ratings and Weights 

The algorithms for calculating response 

observations for dimension ratings and computing 

dimension weights are defined here in this section. The 

method is based on dependency analysis to mining 

aspect opinion terms and identifying their associated 

ratings and the proposed algorithm based on modified 

LDA for clustering dimension terms into dimensions 

and calculating dimensions weights.  

A. Mining Aspect Expressions and Rating by 

Typed Dependency Analysis     

NLP (Natural Language Processing) is a recent 

tool that helps the typed dependency relation which 

guides the grammatical relationships in sentences. By 

this grammatical relation in parsing, a sentence is 

characterized as a set of dependency relations between 

pairs of words in the form of (head, dependent), where 

content words are selected as heads, and other related 

words depend on the heads. Sometimes remark like 

“Fast shipping, good phone.” uses typed dependency 

relation parser.  

The remark consists of two judgments, and the 

sentence “Fast shipping, Good phone.” is represented as 

four dependency relations. The first term “shipping” is 

not dependent on any other words and hence is the root 

level root (ROOT-0, shipping-2). The adjective 

modifier relations amod (shipping-2, Fast-1), amod 

(phone-5, good-4) and appos(shipping-2, phone-5) 

indicate that Fast modifies shipping and quick mod 

good phone. The digit following each word (e.g., 

shipping-2) indicates the point of this word in a 

sentence. Words are also marked with their POS tags 

such as noun (NN), verb (VB), adjective (JJ) and adverb 

(RB). If a feedback remark states view towards 

dimensions, then the dimension words and the opinion 

words should form some dependency relations. It has 

been stated that expressions formed by adjectives and 

nouns, and verbs and adverbs express subjectivity. Of 

all the dependency relationship that conveys the 

grammatical relationship; those are chosen which are 

between noun and adjective and adverb and verb as 

finalized by the dependency relation parser. 

These modifying relations are listed in Table 2. 

The modifying relations thus can be denoted as 

(modifier, head) pairs. 

 

Table 2: Dependency relation 

 

Feedback Comment 
Dependency Relation 

Pattern 

Awesome phone 
adjective modifier: 

amod(NN,JJ) 

Product was excellent 
Nominal subject: 

Nsubj(JJ,NN) 

Great dealer fast shipping 
adverbial modifier: 

amod(NN,JJ) 

              

With the example, the dependency relations adjective 

modifier amod (NN, JJ), normal subject nsubj (JJ, NN) 

and suggest the (modifier, head) pairs including (phone-

2, Awesome-1), (excellent-3, product-1) and (dealer-2, 

Great-1). We call these (modifier, head) pairs dimension 

feedback 

comment from 

E-commerce 

website 

Data set training 

Tagging Preprocessing 

 

Clustering 

Calculate the trust 

score from positive 

negative and neutral 

feedback 

Seller Trust 

Profile 

SentiWordNet 

tool 

Individual Score 

Calculated 
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expressions. If a Feedback comments states view 

concerning dimensions, then the dimension words and 

the belief words should form some dependency 

relations. Ratings from dimension terminologies 

towards the head terms are identified by identifying the 

prior polarity of the modifier terms by SentiWordNet, a 

public view lexicon. The prior polarities of the terms in 

SentiWordNet include positive, negative, or neutral 

which matches to the ratings of +1, -1and 0.   

B. Preprocessing  

We have used the Modified LDA algorithm to 

cluster perspective terms into semantically cognizant 

classes, which we call dimensions. The Stanford 

dependency connection parser [12] was then connected 

to compute the dependency relation representation of 

input comments, and dimension expressions were 

extracted. 

The dimension expressions were then grouped 

to dimensions by the Modified LDA algorithm. After 

clustering the feedback comments, the following steps 

are calculated the feedback score is the total number of 

positive ratings for a seller from previous transactions. 

The Detailed seller ratings of a seller are five-star 

ratings on the following aspects:  Item, Shipping time, 

Quality, communication, and Shipping and handling 

charges (Cost). From data sates, the positive feedback 

percentage is calculated based on the total number of 

positive and negative response ratings for transactions. 

 C. Clustering Dimension Expressions into 

Dimensions  

The modified LDA algorithm is proposed to 

cluster feature expressions into semantically 

comprehensible groups, which we called dimensions. 

This algorithm makes use of two types of lexical 

knowledge to “supervise” clustering dimension terms 

into dimensions to produce expressive clusters.  

 Feedback Comments are small thus co-

occurrence of head terms in observations is not actually 

useful. Instead, the co-occurrence of dimension 

expressions concerning a similar modifier across 

observations is used, and it potentially can offer more 

expressive settings for dimension expressions.  

 On observing the internet shopping sites, it has 

been identified that more often the same feature is 

highlighted in the comments. 

The grouping problem under topic modelling is 

expressed as: The dimension terminologies for the same 

modifier term or negation of a modifier term are 

produced by a distribution of topics. 

 Every topic is produced successively by a 

distribution of modifier and head terms. This allows 

making use of structured dependency relation 

representations from dependency relation parser for 

clustering. Hence, the input to Modified LDA - will be 

in the term of (modifier, head) pairs, or their negations 

like (fast, shipping) or (not-good, seller).  

D. Modified LDA-Evaluation  

Our proposed approach is the Modified LDA 

which clusters the expressions into semantic categories; 

we say dimensions. In this technique, takes the 

document like feedback comments as input data, 

Modified LDA uses of Lexical Knowledge to attain the 

effective clustering of dependency relations. In natural 

language processing, Modified LDA is a generative 

analytical type model that permits groups of input 

observations to be explained by unseen sets that 

illuminate parts of the data are similar. Feedback in 

Modified LDA, the individual document can be viewed 

as a combination of several topics where each document 

is measured to have a set of topics that are given 

through Modified LDA. 

 Figure 2 shows the steps involved in Modified LDA. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Steps involved in mining Feedback 

Comments 

Algorithm: Modified LDA 

Read parameters from external files 

alpha = doc-topic  

beta = topic-word  

itr = iteration 

K = number of topicNum; 

Create Documents (D) for all review 

 D = {d1, d2, d3 ,....dm} Where d1=first review, 

d2=Second review and so on. 

Create output Directory  

Initialise LDA Model 

M = Total Review or docset D size i.e m 

V = Total noumber of unique words/terms; 

Feedback comments 

Trust Score for individual  Seller 

Modified LDA applied 

Data set Pre-Processing 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_language_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_language_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Generative_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Generative_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mixture_model
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doc_m_Topic_k_Count = new int [M][K]; 

topic_k_term_t_count = new int[K][V]; 

rowSumOf_doc_m_Topic_k_Count = new int[M]; 

rowSumOf_topic_k_term_t_count = new int[K]; 

 

- Documents index array initialization 

doc = new int[M][]; 

-initialize topic label topicLabel_z for each word 

topicLabel_z = new int[M][]; 

assign initial value of  

doc_m_Topic_k_Count, 

topic_k_term_t_count, 

rowSumOf_doc_m_Topic_k_Count     

and rowSumOf_topic_k_term_t_count 

  

Call inference Model 

iterate on iteration count 

update Estimated Parameters (); 

//Parameters for topic-word distribution K*V 

 num = (topic_k_term_t_count[k][t] + beta)  

 deno = (rowSumOf_topic_k_term_t_count[k] + V * 

beta) 

phi[k][t] = num/deno 

     

//Parameters for doc-topic distribution M*K 

num = (doc_m_Topic_k_Count[m][k] + alpha) 

deno = (rowSumOf_doc_m_Topic_k_Count[m] + K * 

alpha) 

theta[m][k] = num/deno 

Save current Iterated Model at resPath 

//Use Gibbs Sampling to update topicLabel_z[][] 

iterate over each review from DocSet D and its term 

size 

for each term n from current review doc length N 

calculate topic sample TopicZ 

A =(top_tCount + beta) / (top_t_rowCount + V * beta)  

 B =(doc_topCount + alpha) / (doc_top_rowCount + K 

* alpha) 

 p[k] = A*B 

-Compute cumulated probability for p 

-Catch new topic 

-new topic label addition for  w_ {m, n} 

doc_m_Topic_k_Count,topic_k_term_t_count,rowSum

Of_doc_m_Topic_k_Count,rowSumOf_topic_k_term_t

_count 

asign  topicLabel_z[m][n] = topic 

 save final iteration output at resPath. 

   

5. Results and Discussion 

The model is experiments in the Eclipse 

environment. We have taken Group of 50,100,200,500 

users feedback comments extracted from the Amazon 

for Mobile products. These feedback comments are 

based on the item, shipping, Quality, communication, 

and cost. The DSRs are used to rate seller, that supports 

the customer to purchase standard products. 

List out the groups in the calculation to vender 

products and then extract the feedback profile for the 

individual seller.  

 Comment score is given as the total number of 

positive grades for an individual seller  

 An individual seller’s trust score percentage 

using Positive feedback comment is calculated as  

 (Positive Feedback comments) / (positive Feedback 

comments + negative comments)   

 In the following figure 3, dataset information is 

exported with an open button. 

 

Figure 3: Dataset Information 
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Figure 4 shows dataset comments. 

 

Figure 4: Dataset Comments 

Figure 5 shows Dependency and polarity to 

modifier, and head terms are analyzing by 

distinguishing the earlier polarity of change terms 

through a view of a user’s dictionary SentiWordNet. 

The pervious polarity of the documented words in 

SentiWordNet Include of positive, neutral and negative 

and that compare to the ratings of +1, 0 and -1. Here, 

the +1 rating is given to the positive feedback 

comments, the 0 rating is given to the neutral feedback 

comments like a semi positive and semi-negative and -1 

rating is given to the negative feedback comments.  

 

               Figure 5: Dependency and polarity Analysis 

Figure 6 shows the Polarity Analysis Graph for Positive, 

Negative and Neutral Terms. 

 

Figure 6: Polarity Analysis Graph 

Figure 7 and Figure 8 shows the Accuracy and Time 

execution Graph for 50 comments, i.e. positive, 

negative or neutral comments using Modified LDA. 

 

Figure 7: Accuracy for 50 comments 
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Figure 8: Time execution Graph for 50 comments 

Table 3 Shows the Comparison between Proposed 

Modified LDA algorithm and Other Coefficient with 

Accuracy, Execution Time, and Final Trust Score in 

Percentage for 50,100,200 and 500 user feedback 

comments, i.e. positive, negative or neutral comments  

Table 3: Accuracy and Execution Time Comparison 

Parame

ter 

 

Accuracy in 

Percentage 

 

Execution Time 

in milliseconds  

Trust 

Score 

in % 

Data 

Set  

Modifi

ed 

LDA 

Other 

Coeffici

ent 

Modifi

ed 

LDA 

Other 

Coeffici

ent 

Modifi

ed 

LDA 

50 61.83% 41.02% 5619.0 29331.0 

 

88.11% 

100 69.52% 42.31% 28563.0 66824.0 80.19% 

 

200 80.5% 54.48% 33377.0 199737.0 89.1% 

500 78.26% 45.62% 56584.0 862158.0 91.08% 

 

6. Conclusion and Future 

Scope 
The high-status scores cannot rank individual 

sellers excellently. Consequently, this can't direct 

potential purchasers to pick reliable merchants to buy 

items. It is seen that purchasers’ express negative 

assumptions in the free content criticism remark fields, 

although they deliver higher grades. We proposed to 

calculate comprehensive multi-dimensional sellers trust 

profiles for individual sellers from dimension ratings 

found in feedback remarks.  Effective modified LDA 

algorithms were projected to calculate dimension trust 

scores and dimension weights through mining feature 

opinion terms from feedback comments and gathering 

them into dimensions. This method demonstrates an 

application based on combining natural language 

processing, opinion mining and summarization methods 

used for trust calculation in E-commerce web based 

websites. 

This proposed framework gives powerful 

outcomes in determining trust profiles for vendors. This 

framework cannot restrict the users in giving feedback 

remarks i.e. one can give fake or false feedback; this 

system has scope to expand in identifying fake or false 

comments and limit such users in giving feedback 

comments for the product. 
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